Windchimes Toy Library

Wooden
REF: WD001
Clacking Windmill
A double windmill, which when spun round makes a
wonderful clacking sound
REF: WD002
Chimeabout
Strips of coloured fluorescent perspex which glow when
under a UV light. Supplied with fluorescent lamp

REF: WD003
Large Activity Centre
A large free standing double-sided activity board, offering
many visual and audio activities. Designed to encourage
group play and sharing.

REF: WD004
Flip Fingers
Brightly coloured tubes with bells inside, which revolve at
the slightest touch.
REF: WD005
Fluorescent Tube Drum
Rotates at the slightest touch. For use with an ultra violet
light source.
Supplied with fluorescent lamp

REF: WD006
Mirror Marble Wheel
Like a ships wheel, with mirror set inside & coloured
marble, rotate when spun.

Lighting
REF: LT001
Cylinder LED Light
A light that changes colour slowly from blue to green to
red to purple.
REF: LT002
Fibre Optic Spray
The changing colours and soft glow encourage the
focusing of attention and have calming effects.
Completely safe to touch, as there is no electricity carried
through the fibre tails.
REF: LT003
Fireball
The fireball rotates whilst projecting coloured lights
around the room.
REF: LT004
Silver Space Projector
Rotates coloured oils to produce moving patterns. The
image can be directed onto ceilings or walls.

REF: LT005
Blue Space Projector
Rotates coloured oils to produce moving patterns. The
image can be directed onto ceilings or walls
REF: LT006
Projector
Projects scenes onto a wall or other suitable surface. Has
rotating projector and comes with 10 wheels including:
Safari, Balloons, Fish, Whales, Gifts, Space, stars,
farmyard and sun effects.
REF: LT007
Star Projector
Laser & holographic technology transforms a room into
your own galaxy comprising thousands of stars (including
shooting stars) & clouds.
REF: LT008
Turtle Star Guide

REF: LT009
Light Tower
A highly sound-sensitive light tower that reacts
fantastically to music or any sound, creating a tower of
LED lights.
REF: LT010
Interactive Portable Bubble Tube with fish
All the wonders of a larger bubble tube in a small unit.
Has 4 way switch to enable user to change colours.

REF: LT011
Pop-up White Projector Mat & Shelter
Creates an instant projection theatre enabling you to
present projected images within any client's field or
vision. Folds down easily into a small carrier bag
REF: LT012
Pocket Laser Light Show
Creates laser patterns on walls, ceilings or any surface,
indoors or outdoors.

REF: LT013
Glow Brick
Glow in the dark night light. Recharges from energy in
light during the day and glows at night.

REF: LT014
Bubble
Soft and pliant to touch. Visually strong and provides a
soothing mood glow.

REF: LT015
Uniglo Screen and LED Torch
Using your hand as a mask shine the LED Torch onto the
screen, then remove your hands and the torch to see the
outline of your hand lingering on the glowing screen.
REF: LT016
Interactive LED Lightsource, 8-Way Switch and Fibre
Optic Spray
Wire-free 8-way button switch allows you to choose from
seven bright vivid colours and to stop and start the fibre
optic twinkling effect

REF: LT017
The Dark Den
Lightweight structure with a double nylon skin that blocks
out the light, creating a perfect spot for UV illumination.

REF: LT018
Oggz

Musical
REF: ML001
Musical Roundabout
Plays a soothing melody when activated. The brightly
coloured balls rotate as the melody plays, creating an
audible and visual reward.
REF: ML002
Rain Drum, Rain Maker Tube & Cabasa
Provides a range of rain type sounds when moved
REF: ML003
Tamborine and lollipop drum
Provides fun and noise!
REF: ML004
Dondina
Good quality, loud, clear, easily-produced sounds. With
easy-grip, non-slip tops.
REF: ML005
Musical Bells - Set of 8
Colourful bells to shake or press..

REF: ML006
Listening Lotto
CD contains a series of sounds which the child has to
match to an image card.If the cards are collected in the
correct sequence and placed in the stand a series of
different pictures can be seen on the reverse confirming
the task has been completed correctly.

REF: ML007
Listening Lotto Card Games – sounds at home
After hearing a sound played on the enclosed CD children
place tokens on the picture which matches the sound or
word.
REF: ML008
Listening Lotto Card Games – sounds outside
After hearing a sound played on the enclosed CD children
place tokens on the picture which matches the sound or
word

REF: ML009
Stylophone

Miscellaneous
REF: MSC001
Time Tracker
It's never been easier...or more fun to keep children on
track with this timer. You can program green, yellow and
red sections and 6 sounds to indicate the time allocated.
REF: MSC002
Pack of 3 Ooze Tubes
Turn the tube upright and watch the jelly liquid ooze to
the bottom. Captivate and help relax the mind
REF: MSC003
Ooze Tube, Liquid Timer & Jump Bean Motion
Selection of liquid filled tubes that will captivate and relax
REF: MSC004
Switch adapted Lucy the Dog
Watch Lucy walk along, and as she rests, she lifts her
head and barks at you.
REF: MSC005
Switch adapted Vibrating Pillow
Activates by attaching a switch or squeezing pillow.

REF: MSC006
Massage Tube
Lightweight massager can be wrapped about the body
and will vibrate.
REF: MSC007
Switch adapted AM/FM radio
Radio is activated when switch is pressed. (SNAAP has a
range of different switches to loan free)
REF: MSC008
Vibrating Bug
Activates by pressing switch

REF: MSC009
Echo Bot
A fun plastic voice messenger that records a message up
to 10 seconds long. Plays it back when motion is detected
in front of the sensor eyeball.
REF: MSC010
Colour Discovery Boxes
Each box contains 4 objects with textures and bold
patterns and in the same bright colour. Children will love
handling the objects while reinforcing their colour sense.
REF: MSC011
Fabric Noah’s Ark
A brightly coloured fabric Ark with a large door which cab
be opened up to show Mr and Mrs Noah and 12 animals.
Suitable for children aged 9 months +
REF: MSC012
Bean Bags Matches Patches
A 12 piece set of cloth patches. Each patch is 4" square
has a black and white pattern on one side, a colour
picture on the other and inside each patch is a different
texture material.
REF: MSC013
Tick Task
Provides efficient time management solutions for
children having difficulties in grasping the concept of
time.

REF: MSC014
Bubble Stream
Throws bubbles into the air. Also has UV bubbles.

REF: MSC015
Micro Controller
Provides multi-functional control of mains powered
equipment using low voltage technology. Loads of up to
10 amps may be controlled. There are 5 operating
modes.
REF: MSC016
Simple Slider
12 simple pegs for sliding
REF: MSC017
Tactillos
Five large rubbery stepping stones with matching
handheld tokens. Each pair can be matched by colour and
texture.

REF: MSC018
Pallina
Remove the twigs from the nest without dropping the
eggs

Puzzles & Storysacks
REF: PS001
Elephant Counting Puzzle
Numbers 1 - 10
REF: PS002
Penguins Counting Puzzle
Numbers 1 - 20

REF: PS003
Stacking Clown
Requires shape
planning.

recognition,

reasoning

and

REF: PS004
See & Solve Puzzle
Additions up to 10
REF: PS005
Nut and Bolt puzzle
Assorted sized screw threads set into a board with
nuts for sorting and screwing on and off.
REF: PS006
Lateral Rotating Disc Puzzle
Four discs with offset slots pass over the dowels
only in one position.

REF: PS007
Rotating Disc Puzzle
Rotate the disks to move them up and off the
central column and back again.
REF: PS008
Giant Dominos
Easy to handle and see for players with poor vision
and grip.

REF: PS009
Goldilocks and the Three Bears
Book, CD and Puppet Set
REF:PS010
Ringo the Flamingo Storysack
Ringo is not like other flamingos as his legs do not
work. Even though he can not do as many of the
things, they can, he is still able to make a valuable
contribution to his flock. Includes puppets, books,
CD, storyboard & puzzle

REF: PS011
Gregory the Silly Billy Storysack
Tells the tale of Gregory the silly Billy goat who
learns the importance of being kind to others. After
head butting all the animals on the farm and having
no friends he finally meets his match in Hector the
shire horse and realising his mistake makes friends
to make the farmyard a much happier place

REF: PS012
Prickly Friends
Spike is a timid and lonely hedgehog who is
befriended by a hungry mouse called Maurice.
Together they discover the true meaning of
friendship and the importance of being helpful.

REF: PS013
There was an old lady

REF: PS014
Very Hungary Caterpillar
Book with 22 items

